
Integrating AIDA with other Acquisition 
Systems 

There are currently two systems to be integrated with AIDA, RIBF and BELEN at RIKEN in Japan. 
Integration is to allow event data to be correlated between systems thus allowing the construction 
of events which contain information from the widest number of detectors. 

The MACB referred to in the following is the Root module. 

RIBF : 
This is a common dead time system. The integration used with this type of system is to operate a 
scalar in AIDA and RIBF. The scalar counts clock cycles and stores the value of the counter when a 
trigger is received for readout into the data stream.  
The MACB NIM module in the AIDA system is used to provide a 25MHz clock which both systems use 
to increment the scalars.  
RIBF uses a LUPO VME module to host a scalar.  
The two signals from the MACB are Fast NIM and are connected to the NIM inputs of the LUPO. 
 

 
 
25MHz clock signal.  Scalar reset signal. 
 
A Fast NIM Trigger signal should be provided by the RIBF system and connected to the MACB. When 
this goes true the FEE64 cards will read the scalar value and places three  timestamped data items in 
the data stream. One for each of the 16 bits of the 48 bit counter. 
The RIBF will include reading the LUPO scalar value when a Trigger occurs.  
Thus the scalar value can be used to correlate RIBF data with the AIDA timestamp. 

 
When AIDA is placed in the ‘GO’ state, using the browser controls, a Reset 
is issued to both the FEE64 scalars and the LUPO scalar. The signal is 150nS 
wide and is shown in the attached photo. 



It is possible to use an external signal to request a reset by connecting a Fast NIM signal to a MACB 
input 3. This signal is referred to as “RESET Request” . 
The MACB front panel Fast NIM signals for this are shown in the photograph below. 
 

 
 

These four Inputs and four Outputs share a common ground but are isolated from the NIM bin 
ground. 

 

 
  

25MHz Clock Out 

RESET signal Out 

 

 

RESET Request In 

Correlation Trigger In 



BELEN : 
BELEN is a timestamped Data Acquisition system. To be integrated with AIDA the two systems need 
to share a common clock and both reset their Timestamp counters at the same time. 
This is implemented by having a single clock source connected to both systems. In AIDA the MACB 
has a clock input on the back panel. A 100MHz signal of more than +2v into the internal 50R 
terminator is required.  It is important to note that this signal is not isolated from the NIM bin 
ground. 
To select the correct signal routing and clock selection on the MACB for the AIDA system turn the 
front panel selector switch to 6. 

 
 
  
The RIBF system is still connected as for RIBF and AIDA described earlier. 
Using the AIDA browser “STOP” the system and open the window to the Timestamp control. Select 
“Act on ALL FEE64 modules”. Enter 0x3 in the Control Value/Setting. This will route the correlation 
reset to the Timestamp counter on each FEE64. 
The reset of the AIDA Timestamp counter and the correlation scalars now use the Reset Request 
input or “GO”. 

 


